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RECALL REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS

Canopy Retrofit (for Weather Shield and Sun Shield Users only)
INSTALL CANOPY
STRAPS

These instructions guide you through the steps to retrofit a Canopy and
only apply to recalled strollers with Canopies that have Drawstrings.
Refer to the Fig. 3 to determine whether your stroller has a Drawstring.
Before attempting to install your new Canopy Straps, read and
understand these instructions completely to insure proper
installation. If you are unclear on any point, contact BOB before
installation or use. Save instructions for future reference.
HAZARD: The Canopy Drawstring represents a potential strangulation
hazard. The following steps must be taken to safely use your stroller.
Do not use your stroller until you have made the necessary repairs.
The Drawstring was designed to gather excess (slack) canopy material
that could interfere with air flow to the child occupant when the stroller
canopy is used in conjunction with the optional Weather Shield or Sun
Shield accessory (which must be purchased separately). The Drawstring
is not necessary for stroller canopy to function properly when used
without the Weather Shield or Sun Shield.
For stroller users that do not own/use the Weather Shield or Sun Shield,
the Drawstring can simply be removed from the stroller and thereby
eliminate the potential hazard. For users who use the separately sold
BOB Weather Shield or Sun Shield accessory with their stroller, the
canopy retrofit kit needs to be installed. Do not use the stroller in
combination with a Weather Shield or Sun Shield without first installing
the Canopy retrofit kit.
Plastic parts bags, small parts and tools can be
dangerous. Keep plastic bags and other packaging, small parts and
tools away from children and infants to avoid choking, suffocation or
other injuries.
Ensure that all screws and other small parts are
correctly installed and tightened so that your child cannot remove them
and potentially choke on them.
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2. Untie Canopy Drawstring
Knots
For single strollers and older
Duallies with a single canopy,
there is one Canopy
Drawstring that needs to be
removed.
For newer Duallies with
independent (two) canopies,
there are two Canopy
Drawstrings that need to be
removed.
The Canopy Drawstrings are
secured to the underside of
the canopy by knots, Figs. 1
& 2. Untie the knots.

3. Remove Canopy
Drawstring
Remove the Canopy Drawstring(s) by pulling it from the exterior of the
canopy, Fig. 3, where the Canopy Drawstring(s) exits the canopy(ies),
Fig. 4.
4. Dispose of Canopy Drawstring(s)
Dispose of Canopy Drawstring(s) properly, out of reach of children.

The Canopy Straps attach to
the existing canopy by means
of a clamping mechanism that
clamps to the seams of the
canopy.

Compatibility
All Single Strollers
Duallie Strollers with Single Canopy
Duallie Strollers with Independent Canopies

Tools Required: Correct size Phillips head screwdriver.

1. Prepare Stroller
Remove child from stroller.
Set parking brake, rotate
canopy(ies) towards
handlebar to expose
Drawstring Knots, Fig. 1. (See
stroller owners manual
www.bobgear.com).

Before beginning the
installation process, refer to
the Compatibility table to
confirm you have the correct
part kit for your stroller.
There are three different
Canopy Strap systems, each
designed to upgrade a
different type of canopy. The
Canopy Strap package has
the BOB part number on the
outside.
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BOB Part #
FA1176
FA1177
FA1178

1. Prepare Stroller
Set parking brake, rotate
canopy(ies) to the fully open
position.
2. Fold Canopy Window
Flap Forward
Fold the canopy window flap
forward, Fig. 5, and locate the
seam, Fig. 6, above the
canopy window (on outside
of canopy). The clamp at the
end of the Canopy Strap
clamps to this seam.
3. Fold Canopy Seam
Fold canopy seam, Fig. 7, to
provide sufficient fabric for the
clamp to attach to.
4. Attach First Clamp
Insert folded canopy seam
between clamping surfaces,
Fig. 8, making sure that the
top of fold is fully inserted into
the length of the clamp.
Repeat the process as
necessary to insure folded
seam is properly inserted
between clamping surfaces.
5. Tighten Clamp
While maintaining the seam
in the proper position in the
clamp, (this can be done by
keeping the fabric pressed
into the clamp with your
thumb) firmly tighten the
screw with a Philips head
screwdriver.
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6. Position Second Clamp
The second clamp attaches
towards the middle of the
canopy window, Fig. 9. Orient
Fig. 8 Attach First Clamp
the clamping surface toward
the canopy and slide towards
the rear of the strap until the
clamp loop comes in contact with the seam
Second
in the strap loop.
Clamp Loop
This clamp attaches to the seam that joins
Positioned
the canopy window and the canopy fabric.
At Strap
You will clamp both the clear material and
Loop
fabric in this step.
7. Attach Second Strap
Follow steps 3 through 6 above to complete
the attachment of the second Canopy Strap
on the opposite side of the canopy, Fig. 10.

Fig. 9 Position
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PREPARATION
INSTRUCTIONS
When the Weather/Sun Shield
is used, the rear canopy flap
must be in correct position as
described below. This will
insure proper airflow and
avoid danger of suffocation.

When tightened properly there
will be little or no gap visible
at the top of the clamp.
Additionally, when clamped
properly the clamp/strap can
be pulled with considerable
force and will not come loose
or slip. Apply a strong pulling
force to confirm the fabric is
properly clamped.

DUALLIE STROLLERS WITH
INDEPENDENT CANOPIES
Straps for Duallie Strollers attach the same
way as described above. The only difference
is the Canopy Straps are different lengths.
The shorter of the Canopy Straps attaches
to the exterior of the canopy.
The longer Canopy Strap
attaches to the interior of the
Canopy, Fig. 11.
Follow steps 1 through 7 in
the previous section to install
the Canopy straps. Repeat
for the second canopy.

Fig. 10 Attach Second Strap
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Fig. 11 Independent Canopy Straps
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Fig. 13 Pull Canopy Straps

2. Expose Canopy Straps
Fold canopy window flap(s)
forward, Fig. 5 and secure to
Velcro tab(s).

Canopy Strap
Secured to Velcro

3. Pull Canopy Straps
Pull Canopy Straps firmly to
gather and raise canopy
material to create air passage,
Fig. 13.
Fig. 14 Single Straps Secured
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Fig. 15 Independent Canopy
Straps Secured

The Weather Shield is made
of a non-breathable material.
To avoid danger of suffocation
and excessive temperatures, follow all installation instructions.
Please make sure you refer to all other safety related use/assembly
information in your original Shield owners manual available at
www.bobgear.com

SINGLE STROLLERS AND
DUALLIE STROLLERS
WITH SINGLE CANOPY
Pull left and right Canopy
Straps and attach to left and
right Velcro tabs on canopy,
Fig. 14.

For each Canopy pull the left
and right Canopy Straps and
attach to single Velcro Tab on
canopy, Fig 15.
5. Position Canopy
Position rear canopy stay
against handlebar and
forward canopy stay
extended, Fig. 16.
6. Fold Canopy Flap
Fold canopy flap up and over
canopy, connecting Velcro
strips on back of Canopy
Straps, Fig. 17.

Fig. 16 Position Canopy

Before
attempting to use your
upgraded Canopy, read and
understand these instructions
completely to insure proper
use. If you are unclear on any
point, contact your dealer or
BOB before use.
When the
Weather/Sun Shield is used,
the rear canopy flap must be
in correct position as
described below. This will
insure proper airflow and
avoid danger of suffocation.

4. Secure Canopy Straps

DUALLIE STROLLERS
WITH INDEPENDENT
CANOPIES

PREPARE STROLLER
FOR SHIELD
INSTALLATION
The
following Instructions provide
an update to the Warning Tag
on the Canopy Flap of your
stroller and explain how to
prepare your stroller for the
installation of the
Weather/Sun Shield.

1. Prepare Stroller
Set parking brake and place
seat(s) in fully upright position.

Fig. 17 Fold Canopy Flap

Fig. 12 Expose Canopy Straps

Fig. 18 Inspect Opening
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7. Inspect Opening
Inspect opening at back of
stroller to make sure space
between top of seat back and
canopy is unobstructed, Fig.
18.

